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Construction On New Ag Hall Likely To Begin At Early Date

HAMPS MUSIC TOFEATURE MID-WINTERS
Famed Band
Signed For
Annual Hop

Honored

Plans

OUTSTA NDIN G
DECORATIONS
Dance List Tops One Hundred
As Plans Go Forward For
Brilliant Affair
As a final touch to the glamour and
color of the Mid-Winter dances, the
C. D. A. has obtained genial Johnny
Hamp who will bring to Clemson his fatndus Kentucky Serenaders, the bewitching Kaye Kernan, and personable Johnny MacAfee. The Mid-Winter series,
which has become recognized as one
of the season's most colorful events,
■.nil consist of a formal dance February
7, a tea dance the afternoon of the
eighth, and an informal affair that night.
FAMOUS BAND
Known as one of the nation's better
(Continued on page two)

Local Prof is Present at Conclave of Two Political
Science Groups
Dr. George R. Sherrill, head of
the Economics and Government Department, and professor of political science, attended the eighth annual session of the Southern Political Science Association in Atlanta
during the Christmas holidays. Dr.
Sherrill is a former president of
this organization.
SHERRILL. SPEAKS
The association opened its meeting in Atlanta and after a threeday session there the group journeyed to Chattanooga, Tenn., to
(Continued on page two)

EARLE, MILFORD GO TO
GOTHAM ALUMNI MEET
With Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of
the engineering school, and Dr. Lee
Milford, college surgeon, as honor
guests, the New York chapter of
the Clemson Alumni Corporation
met on December 6.
Dr. Earle, speaker of the evening, made a very interesting talk
about Clemson, giving the alumni
&n insight on the progress and
plans that are being made. He also
showed motion pictures of some of
Clemson's football games and also
some Mr. Barton, president of the
chapter, took of the campus and
the "profs" on a visit to Clemsicn

Going
Forward
Event to Be Held in
Early Spring

MANY

For

PARTICIPATE

After a lapse of two years the
Engineering and Architecture students and faculty at Clemson will
again act as hosts to the public on
the occassion of the third annual
Engineering-Architectu.-al Day which
®&. {.£■£ rJ, M/L roma>
is to be observed in Riggs Hall during the early part of April.
PLANS BEING MADE
A committee headed by Cadet W.
E. Copeland as chairman has been
working constantly laying plans for
the interesting «Xlblts in -.jlecuiCollege Surgeon Named Vice cal, mechanical, and civil engineerPresident of National Stucontinued on page two)
dent Health Association

Milf ord Is Honored
By National Society

SUCCEEDS MCMILLAN

G. R, SHERRILL ATTENDS
MEETINGJF SOCIETY

Riggs Hall Will
Be Site Of Gala
Technical Show

PEREZ TO LEAD
NEW COMPANY

The following schedule for
dances to be held during the
remainder of the 1935-36 school
session has been announced by
Bob Muhphy, President of_ the
Central Dance Association.
February 7 and 8—Mid Winters
February 28 and 29—MilitaryBall
March 13 and 14—Athletic Ball
March 27 and 28—Architectural
—Engineering Day Dances
April 17 and 18—Taps Ball
May 8 and 9—Junior-Senior
May 30, June 1, 2—Finals

College Officials
Seek More Funds
Ask Increased Appropriations
For New Instructors
According to an announcement
made recently by Dr. Bf. W. Sikes,
president, a petition has been presented to the Tvays and Means committee asking for an increase in
their proposed 1936-37 appropriations by a total of |142,000.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTION
The Clemson request, according
to Dr. Sikes, is to provide for additional instruction which has been
Service Company is Organized necessitated by an increase in student enrollment of approximately
by College Officials; Officers Nanied
25 per cent over last year.

'Dr. Lee W. Milford, College surgeon at Clemson, was recently elected vice-president or the American Student Health Associaton at
the annual meeting of the association held in New York City last
month. The association elected as
Under a general order TecentLy
president for 193 6, Dr. Lee Shrader published by the Commandant, the
/ of iSt. Louis University.
occupants of the temporary barFIRST SOUTHERN OFFICIAL
racks located in rear of Second BarDr. Milford is the first southern racks have been designated as the
physician to hold an official posi- Service Company, and all cadets
tion in this national organization. It now situated there are relieved
is a distinct honor to Clemson to from duty with their former comhave its physician hold this office. panies.
He succeeds Dr. Wade McMillan of
PEREZ IS CAPTAIN
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, as
The officers named for the new
vice president and member of the company are: S. V. Perez, Captain;
•executive council
(Continued on page two)

hive Pioneers Follow Forty JSiners
To Stanford-S.M. U. Rose Bowl Tilt
By J. C. Wilkinson
Lured by the glamour and
color of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses, five intrepid
Clemson cadets began a trek
to California with light hearts
and lighter pocket books. With
the true pioneering spirit of
America's Forty-Niners, C L.
Cheves, S. P. Taylor, "Squirrel" Quattlebaum, Roddy Kissam, and Bob Scott left Clemson Monday, December 22 on
the long, long trail which leads
to the land of continual sunshine.
Substituting a new V-8 for
a covered wagon, our modern
pioneers wasted no time on the
way, for Monday night found

CI>A ANNOUNCES SCHEDULE
OF SECOND TERM DANCES

them in Dallas, Texas.
After
touring the city thoroughly,
the Cadets visited Southern
Methodist University. The editor of the DALLAS TIMES,
hearing of the arrival of five
roving Tigers whose battle cry
was
"California,
here
we
come-" invited the visitors
from South Carolina to come
to his office for an inspection
of the TIMES' efficient news
plant. So impressed was the editor with our collegians that he
proceded to run an extensive
picture of the group on the
sports page of the next issue.
The travelers spent Christmas
Eve in Dallas and left for a
(Continued on
page two)

9 ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTORS
Should the additional appropriation be granted to Clemson, nine
additional instructors will be added
to the faculty and the salaries of
more than fifty "underpaid" professors will be increased.
AG FUNDS REQUESTED
A total of $160,000 has been
asked for in the form of jan ap-<
propriation to match federal funds
available for agricultural extension
work on the 1935-1936 budget.

BOCK C CLUB HOLDS
FORMAL INITIATION

E. L. Hartley
PWA Official
Opens Office
NOTIFICATION
EXPECTED

SOON

Ground Will Probably Be Broken By Middle of Month For
New Home of Ag School
According to an announcement
made early this week by Dean R.
A. McGinty of the School of Agriculture and E. L. Hartley, engineer
inspector of the state P. W. A.
office, the actual construction of
Clemson's new $350,000 Agricultural Hall will get under way upon
notification of the federal government to begin work on the project.
HARTLEY LOCATES HERE
Engineer Hartley reported
to
Clemson early last week and will
remain here at his office until the
(Continued on page seven)

TATE IS NAMED TO
ARIZONA AG POSITION
Prominent Grad Is Appointed
Extension Horticulturist
By University
LONG

SERVICE

Harvey Tate, of Union Mills, N.
C., graduate in agriculture in the
class of 1923, has recently been appointed extension horticulturist for
the University of Arizona. .
Tate has succeeded to the extension service appointment after nearly 11 years duty with the Arizona
agriculture and horticulture commission, for which commission he
was stationed in Tuscon. Tate will
be in charge of the administration
of the federal potato act and will
set up the machinery under which
it is to function in the state's potato producing counties, and will
(Ooptinued on page two)

The formal initiation for admitting seven new memDers into the
Block C Club was held the early
part of this week. T'ne men admitted were members of the past
season's varsity football team and
were awarded this honor for their
distinguished services on the gridicns during the recent period of
We are, at least, going to leave
play.
these dam problems.
NEW MEMBERS
—Huff
The following men have been formally initiated into the club:—
I am a democrat very disillus"Streak" Lawton of Thacker, W.
ioned with the world.
Va., "Dusty" Whiles of Columbia,
—Rhyne
Fred Wyse of Irmo, A. S. Sanders
of Camden, Harold Lewis of MulI can use only profanity when I
lins, and two managers, "Red" Che- try to describe one course I took In
ves of Savannah and "Squirrel" college.
Quattlebaum of Johnston.
—Brearley
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College Officials Comment On AAA Decision
TIGER SURVEY REVEALS STRONG
. PRO-ADMINISTRATION SENTIMENT
I;

College and Extension Ag Ex- ' C *• SHERRILL ATTENDS
MEETING OF SOCIETY
perts Discuss Effects of
(Continued from page one)
Supreme Court

Action
IMPORTANCE STRESSED
The Agricultural Adjustment Act
met with a similar fate of the NRA
■when it was recently declared unconstitutional in a momentous six
'.to three decision by the judges of
the United States Supreme Court.
Many farm leaders from all parts
■of the nation have heen called together to make a study of the action of the supreme court, and various plans for a substitute for
the Triple A have been offered but
apparently without any success to
date.
OFFICIALS INTERVIEWED
In the following paragraphs a
TIGER reporter has secured statements from local agricultural officials concerning the action of the
supreme court on the AAA.

meet with the American Political
Science Association in that city.
While at this meeting Dr. Sherrill
delivered a lengthy discussion on
"South Carolina in the Depression
and Recovery."
The discussions of the Round
Table Conferences were numerous
at both the Southern and National
meetings and all were of an informal nature. They were conducted
by men and women especially invited because of their interest in
and competence to handle the topic
being discussed in each case.
OFFICERS ELECTED
A former South Carolinian, Dr.
A. N. Holcombe, of Harvard University was elected president, of
the American Political Science Association to succeed Dr. Francis
Coker of Yale University. Dr. W.
U. Nepper of the Mississippi State
College for Women was elected
president of the Southern organization.

The AAA has done much good;
it has carried us away from deep
depression and I trust that new
plans may he proposed which will
keep us ifrom sliding backwards. TATE IS NAMED TO
ARIZONA AG POSITION
The task is before us. As Henry V
(Continued from page one;
said, "Once more into the breach,
kind friends, once more."
With
more zeal than ever the Agricultu- supervise the entire operation of
the control program of the state.
ral Colleges must try again.
Tate associated with the federal
E. W. SIKES,
0
President, Olemson College. horticulture board shortly after his
graduation ■from Clemson, and re->
The decision of the Supreme mained in the position until he was
Court on the Agricultural Adjust- employed by the Arizona agriculment Act settles a point of law, (but ture commission in 1925.
does not 'necessarily decide the
■question of right and wrong. Certainly no economic question has
heen settled, and the agricultural
problem is one which will continue
to call for the best thought and
statesmanship,this country affords.
In my opinion, the program of
work to he conducted by the Agricultural Colleges through their Extension departments is likely to be
even more important in the future
than it has been.

the state are stunned by the ruling
of the Supreme Cjurt and are unanimous in their opinion that the
agricultural problem is not yet settled, and are willing and anxious
to cooperate in a program designed
to avoid a return to the conditions
of 1932 and 1933.
T. W. MORGAN, Extension Service, Assistant
to the Director.

The decision of the Supreme
D. W. WATKINS,
Court has naturally upset the agriExtension Service Director. cultural program under which we
have been working for the last
Legislation for the General Wel- three years. No doubt, out of the
fare is a purpose of the Congress. conferences of the agricultural leadProtection of the General Welfare, ers of the United States that are
under the Constitution, is a func- now being held in Washington,
tion of the courts. In the long run there will grow a definite plan for
there should te no conflict.
We a future program. Every effort is
should not confuse the waves with being made to hasten the formulathe tide. I believe that there is tion and the putitng into effect of
sufficient concern in the common some agricultural program for this
good and sufficient intelligence and year.
It is generally agreed by all adstatesmanship to work out a proministrative
officials of the governgram of Agricultural Adjustment
which will promote the common ment and by Congress that all ungood, and which will be just to filled obligations of the governagriculture.
The Administration ment, such as unpaid crop adjustseems to be attacking the problem ment contracts, must be paid as
wholeheartedly. Optimism and faith soon as the proper legislation can
coupled with broad education based be passed.
R. W. HAMILTON, Extenon the truth is a great need.
sion Service, Specialist in
W. H. WASHINGTON,
Charge.
Dean, Schoo' of Vocational Education.
The decision by the Supreme
j Court on the Agricultural AdjustThe Agricultural Adjustment pro- ment Act has of course dealt a
gram has been largely responsible severe hlow to the agriculture of the
for the great improvement in nation. Yet a close study of the
farming conditions in South Caro- Agricultural Adjustment Adminislina since the low point in 1932 tration will disclose the fact that It
and 1933.
A great majority of was unconstitutional.
the farmers of the state have coEvery effort should be made to
operated whole-heartedly in the formulate a program that will, as
program realizing that it offered nearly as possible, carry out the
them an opportunity to work them- needs of the agriculture of the naselves out of the economic chaos tion.
brought on by the depression. FarmR. W. MPSCOMB,
ers and business men throughout
Agronomy Department.

BOXING SCHEDULE
)
I
I
I
J
j

Jan. 17—Georgia (here)
January 25—N. C. State (here)
Feb. 1—Carolina (undecided)
Feb. 6—Florida (here)
Feb. 14—Auburn (here)
Feb. 22—Georgia (Athens)

MID-WINTERS TO
FEATURE HAMP
(Continued from page one>
orchestras, Johnny H'amp's band is playing its second engagement at Clemson
in recent years. After completing a
lengthy engagement at the Steel pier in
Atlantic City this past summer, the "Serenades" have recently completed a nation-wide tour playing for "proms" at
a major portion of the nation's leading
colleges. Much of the orchestra's fame
is due also to their numerous broadcasts.
Going on the air for the first time in
1921, Hamp's band has been a feature
attraction on both major networks during the intervening years. During the
summer of 1935 it was heard over the
Columbia Broadcasting System from
Alantic City, and in the fall from the
Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago.
VOCALISTS POPULAR
Aside from its distinctive arrangements, the organization owes much of its
popularity to the bevy of outstanding
vocalists lead by Miss Kernan and Johnny MfacAfee. Novelty numbers featuring various members of the vocal group
have gone over in a hig way whereever presented. While Johnny MacAfee
is the idol of the feminine dance devotees, Kaye Kernan's unusual beauty
has won for her the favor of the collegiate crowd of the opposite sex.
ELABORATE PREPARATIONS
As in past years, the various C. D.
A. committees are sparing no effort to
have this series o.f^he type which has
made "the Mid-Winter series known
throughout the south. The following
price list has been announced.
CADETS
Friday night
$1.75
Saturday afternoon
75
Saturday night
'
$1-25
Block ticket
$3.00
OUTSIDERS
Friday night
•
$2.20
Saturday afternoon
$1.10
Saturday night
$l-65
Block ticket
$4-40

ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS
PLAN SPRING FESTIVAL
(Continued from page one)
ing, drawing and architecture which
are to be features of the event. The
visitors attending will be able to
see some of the latest strides which
have taken place in this broad field
of science.
SUCCESSFUL 1933 EXHIBITS
In 1933, the date of the last
similar occassion, unique shows
were put on in television, radio,
modern machines, scientific instruments, and some of the latest building plans.
This year's exposition
is expected to be conducted in a
similar manner. Aside from this
the entire Engineering Building
and the shops will open for public
inspection.
COMMITTEES IN CHARGE
The committees in charge consist of representatives of the schools
of Engineering and Architecture
and faculty members of the two
schools assisting.
The School of
Engineering includes representatives
of the Departments of Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering.
Literature has invented a fiction
about war which still inspires boys
and old men and romanticists.—
G. Lowes Dickinson.

FIVE LADS BATTLE WAY TO WEST
COAST FOR STANFORD SMU GAME
(Continued from page one)

REGISTRAR ANNOUNCES
NEW EXAMjCHEDULE

trip into Mexico the next morning.
A detailed account of
Christmas Night in Juarez is
not available to the press, but
rumor has it that a "good
Revised Schedule Thought to
time
was had by all."
Be Best in Recent Years;
On the following Monday
Few Conflicts Foreseen
the boys took Hollywood by
storm.
They watched the filmM.
Saturday, January 25—2:30 P.
ing
of
a
new picture on the
Hort. 45
Warner Brothers' lot and chatM.E. 22
ted with Claudette Colbert,
*M.S. 11
Joe E. Brown, Dick Powell,
Psych. 35
and
Joan BlondeU. The boys
Vet. iSci. 41
must
have made quite a hit,
W.D. 21
for
since
their trip BlondellY,M. 31
Povvell
romance
is reportedly
Y.M. 41
on the wane.
Z.&E. 31
Just to prove that the new West
M.E. 42a
can
vie with the Old as a danMonday, January 27, 8.30 A. M.
gerous
place for the unwary travArch. 35
eler,
an
unknown villain selected
Arch. 43
our adventurers for his next vicBact. 31
tims.
Posing as Cal Clemens,
C.E. 49
Southern California football star,
*Chem. 11
the stranger offered to help the
Chem. 21
cadets in any way possible. After
Chem. 25
taking some advance money for a
Chem., 31
proposed
Catalina Island trip as
E.E. 31
well as money for Rose Bowl tickE.E. 33
ets, the rascal suddenly checked
**Gov. 41
out leaving his board bill unpaid.
***Hist. 31
New Year's Day our travelers
M.E. 33
joined
a million other people in
M.E. 41
Pasadena
for the magnificent TourM.E. 43
nament of Roses Parade. The afterT.C. 31
noon was spent in witnessing the
W.D. 41
Rose
Bowl fracas between StanMonday, January 27, 2:30 P. M.
ford
and
S. M. U. The game was
*Agr. 31
commented
upon as being interest*Eng. 21
ing enough; everyone being par**Soc. 31, 43
ticularly impressed by Stanford's
Y.M. 11
Tuesday, January 28, 8:30 A. M. confident attitude.
As the returning pioneers triumAg. Ec- 43
phantly
crossed the .South CaroAgr. 35
lina
line,
they began to rejoice that
(Continued on page eight)
in spite of pessimistic warnngs of
well-meaning friends,, they had traOFFICERS ARE NAMED
veled thousands of miles without
FOR SERVICE COMPANY having a wreck. The life of the
rover was the life for them. However, our travelers' joy was short
(Continued from page one)
lived. Near Westminster, mere 20
F. E. Hutto, Executive Lieutenant; miles from their destination, an
R. S. Woodward, 1st Lieutenant; obstacle which was obscured by
R. C. Sweeting, 1st Lieutenant; J. fog caused an accident which deW. McAlhany, 2nd Lieutenant; N. molished the car to quite an extent.
M. Jackson, 1st Sergeant; and W. A safe return to school was finally
M. Rogers, Supply Sergeant.
made, and although the wanderRELIEVED CROWDING
lust is still in our adventurers' bonThe temporary barracks were ' es, the accident, the three-hour wait
built to relieve the crowded condi- : on a hard bus station bench, and
tions in barracks as a result of the the slow cramped twenty-mile ride
increased freshman enrollment this have made our rugged pioneers a
year, and have been occupied since trifle wary of even a week-end
the middle of October.
jaunt to Anderson.

TRY A PIPEFULIT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Cr. Lorlltart C, Inc
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STATISTICS ON OCCUPATIONS OF STUDENTS' ■ Speaks In Columbia DR. SIKES SUPPORTS NEW DEAL IN REGENT
PARENTS GATHERED RY REGISTER'S OFFICE
ADDRESS TO SOUTH CAROLINA POLITICIANS
Four Hundred Cadets List Agriculture As Vocation of
Barents in Interesting
Survey

Many Universities
Use CoKings' Text

Local Prof's Book on Fertilizers
Adopted by Rutgers, CorOf the 1516 students enrolled at
nell, Penn State and
Clemson for this session, 4S0 give
Others
eome form of Agriculture as, the occupation of their parents. This is
PUBLISHED RECENTLY
the largest group represented in a
single vocation. The other occuWord was recently received by
pational groups are represented in Dr. Gilbert H. Collings of the Clemthe main as follows:
Trade 341, son College Agronomy 'Department
Manufacturing and Mechanical In- that his college text book, Commerdustries 173, Professional Service cial Fertilizers, has been adopted
171, Public Service 112, Transpor- this year for use in class room
tation and Communication Indus- work by a number of northern coltries 72, Clerical Occupations 30, leges and
universities.
Among
Other Occupations 3 9, Not Given those institutions using Dr. ColS3, and Retired 15.
lings' book are: Rutgers University,
TRADE GROUP HIGH
Cornell University, University of
The Manufacturing and Mechani- Kentucky, New York State School
cal Industries group includes 75 in of Agriculture, Pennsylvania Statb
the textile industry, 31 in mechani- College of Agriculture, and the
cal industries, '28 in construction Michigan State College of Agriculindustries, and 39 others. The trade ture.
Practically all agricultural
group includes 144 salesmen, 125 colleges in the southeastern states
merchants, and 72 others. The pro- adopted this book last year shortly
fessional service group includes 44 after its publication.
physicians, 42 engineers, 25 teachDr. Collings' book is now used
ers, 16 clergymen, 12 lawyers, and in the agricultural colleges of those
32 in other services.
states that consume over 70 percent
of all the fertilizer used in the
United States. The book was published by P. Blakiston's Son & Co.,
of Philadelphia.

Northern Farmers
Hear Dean McGinty

FIFTEEN ARE RETIRED

LOCAL PROFS ATTEND
MEETINGIN ST, LOUIS
Members of Clemson Faculty
Go to Science Association
Convention

Representing Clemson College at
the ninety-seventh annual convention of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science
held in St. Louis, Mo., during the
Christmas holidays were Dr. D.
Dunavan, Assistant professor of
Entomology and Zoology, Professor
F. S. Andrews, Associate professor
of Horticulture, and Dr. G. M. Armstrong, Professor of Botany and
Bacteriology.
LARGE ORGANIZATION
This organization represents the
cooperative work of more than sixteen thousand scientists in all the
fields of agriculture and is made up
of 152 associated organizations and
109 affiliated organizations over the
United States. These include the
official organizations to which all
professional men belong.
VARIED PROGRAM
The latest developments in research in the various fields of agriculture were discussed; new types
of commercial agricultural equipment was exhibited and demonstrated and the publication of the magazine of "Science" featured parts of
the unique program outlined for
the convention.

DEAN DANIEL SPEAKS AT
EDUCATIONALISTS' MEET
IDr. D. "W. Daniel, Dean of the
(School of General Science was the
principal speaker at Erskine College last week at a county wide
meeting of educationalists and other interested persons speaking on
the topic "The Value of a Circulating Library."
NATIONALLY KNOWN
Dr. Daniel is a nationally known
after-dinner speaker and has received nationwide recognition for
his humorous talks. Next Thursday afternoon, he is to address the
annual gatherings of the National
Dry Goods Institute in New York
City.
Dr. Daniel was the guest
speaker at this same meeting a
few years ago.

any Tank Stars
Back For Season

Dr. E. W. Sikes, president ol
Clemson, who Was the principal speaker at the Jackson
Day Dinner held in Columbia
recently.

Alumni News
PRIDMORE RECEIVES POSITION
R. G. Pridmore, class of 1929.
recently received a position as Assistant Agronomist with the Potash
Institute of America in Washington.
Since his graduation, Pridmore has
been stationed at Georgia as Assistant Agronomist.
WOODLE TRANSFERRED
H. A. Woodle, graduate in the
class of 1924, has recently been
transferred from County Agent of
Edgefield County to County Agent
of Aiken County, taking up his new
duties January 1st.

Clemson's
President
Backs
Roosevelt in Supporting
Progress of
Present
Administration

Local Ag Dean Speaks At BosHundreds of South Carolina Democrats gathered in Columbia on
ton To Gardener's AssoWednesday night of last week and
ciation.
heard prominent South Carolina
speakers
and educators review the
Dean R. A. McGinty of the School
accomplishments
of the New Deal
of Agriculture returned to Clemson
and
urge
its
support.
Dr. E. W.
the early part of this week from a
Sikes,
President
of
Clemson
College,
tour of the northern states where
the
principal
speaker
for
the
occashe was the principal speaker at
sion
replied
sharply
to
critics
of
the
various associational meetings held
Roosevelt
Administration
in that section.
SIKES ASSERTION
VISITS NUMEROUS STATIONS
He replied to criticisms that New
Leaving Clemson last Tuesday he Deal spending would bankrupt the
visited the Agricultural Experiment country with an assertion that bankStations of practically all the states ers and financiers have told the Prealong the route to Massachusettes sident "we could stand a $52,000,where he addressed the Massachus- 000,000 debt" on the basis oif anettes Vegetable Growers Association nual production of wealth of $100,at a meeting held in Worcester, 000,000,000 before the depression.
Governor Olin D. Johnson comMassachusetts on Thursday.
mented on the action of the SuSPEAKS AT BOSTON
preme Court in regard to the A. A.
Last Saturday afternoon he was A. and expressed his regrets that
the principal speaker at a state- the measure was ruled unconstituwide meeting of the Market Gard- tional.
Other speakers
included!
I ener's Associations held at Boston. Congressman H. P. Fulmer of
| He used as his topic for this meet- Orangeburg and Mayor L. B. Owens
ing "Production of Vegetables in of Columbia.
■ South Carolina for Northern MarI kets."

KING ELECTED SCRIBE
BY ALPHA ZETA FRAT

WARD IN AIKEN
Mr. A. H. Ward member of the
class of 1918 has returned from his
leave of absence permit and has
resumed his duties as District Agricultural Agent with offices at Aiken.

At a recent meeting of the local
chapter of Alpha Zeta, national
honorary agricultural fraternity, W.
A. King was elected as scribe to
fill the unexpired term of E. K.
Rambo who is to graduate in February.
Both of these men are doing outstanding work in their respective
fields.
Rambo is an Agricultural
Engineer student and King is majoring in Dairy Husbandry| M. C
Chapman is chancellor of the organization.

BAKER IN PHILADELPHIA
State Champions Begin TrainTALBERT IS ASSISTANT
James E. Baker, class of '32, foring For Tough Schedule;
Wallace Talbert, Clemson gradumer President of Blue Key fraterMcHugh and Fletcher
nity and ex-editor of THE TIGER, ate, who has been employed as
Co-Captains
is now located in Philadelphia Superintendent of the High Schools
where he is connected with the of Clio since his graduation has reThe Clemson swimming team,
appointed
Assistant
Quartermaster Corp-, of the War cently been
state champions for the past three
County Agent of CoHeton County.
Department.
seasons, began training in the YM
CA pool immediately following the
holiday period. Led by Carl McHugh of
Clemson and Johnny
Fletcher of Anderson, co-captains
of the lanksters for the coming
season, the local aquabats hope to
hold fast to the state pennant despite the loss of Allison and ThackCOOLEST
ston, who graduated in June and
SMOKE EVER!
Dave Watkins who is now at Annapolis.
VETERANS BACK
Bob Goodson who was out yinost
of the season last year due to ill<ness is back this season and is expected to again rise to the toy in
breaking state titles, in his events
the 440 and the quarter mile events
Fletcher will again handle the
KSKM
springboard work for the watermen.
OTHER STARS BACK
McHugh, Bacot, Durban, and
Heikilla all holders of state titles
Read the fair and square proposition at
the right. We publish it, knowing that
in their respective events will again
in Prince Albert we've got the quality...
be back to represent the Purple and
the mellowness...the taste and aroma
Gold lineup this season. Tentative
that college men will appreciate. So now
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince
meets have been scheduled but none
we ask that you, too, try Prince Albert.
Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest,
of them have been made available
Note P. A.'s special cut. "Crimp cut,"
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked,
at this time.
it is called. It has a lot to do with why
return the pocket tin with the rest of the
Prince Albert packs so neatly into the
CANNON AT KE1TON
bowl and burns so cool and mild. Only
tobacco in it to us at any time within a
top-quality tobaccos are used. Ordinary
H. F. Cannon, '32, who graduatmonth from this date, and we will retobacco will not do.
ed in agronomy has recently been
fund full purchase price, plus postage.
P. A. is packed in a big 2-ounce econemployed by the Soil Conversation
(Signed)
omy tin. Smokers get around 50 pipefuls
Service with offices at Kelton, S. C.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
from a tin. Fifty pipefuls — and no bite!
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Because of its many advantages, Prince
Any system of values is hollow
Albert has become the largest-selling pipe
unless it fits collective human betobacco in the world. Join up with P.A.
havior.—George Soule.
...under our you-must-be-pleased plan!

TO COLLEGE MEN WHO WOULD LIKE
TO SMOKE A BETTER PIPE TOBACCO
FIFTY PIPEFULS
IN EVERY TIN !

OUR "YOU-MUSTBE-PLEASED" OFFER

50

The greater one's economic insecurity, the greater the tendency
to sacrifice spiritual independence
and to chant in dreary unison the
simple credo of the yes man.—Stuart Chas«.

pipefuls of fragrant '
tobacco in every 2ounce tin of Prince Albert

INCE ALBERT
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

C 1336. R. J. Remold! Tob. Co.

I
LONG BURNING PIPE AND
CIGARETTE TOBACCO^
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EDITORIAL

OJCAR
\UY5r - u

5,eU

that Capt. Bill Yarborough went
the way of all flesh in Columbia
when he got entangled with some
red hair and mistletoe and that the
first thing you know the little one
will be shaving.
OSCAR SATS

that Oscar is hereby placing a
curse on the shining lights who
can't keep their obscenities to themselves in the picture show.
OSCAR SAY8

that Shaky Husbands was bowled
over the other night when the
Chief dropped in Little Monte Carlo for a hand and that Chief would
have probably been just as surprised if he had known Shaky was
behind the curtains the next night
when he pulled a quick raid over
on PigOSCAR BATS

SHALL IT BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE?
TUDENTS, particularly Clemson cadets, often forget to be considerate of the rights and feelings of
others. We refer in particular to the situation that
commonly arises in the picture show at the ''Y".
Somehow a few Clemson students, a minority anything but representative and obnoxious enough to cause a reflection on the
rest of the corps, seem to think that the YMCA picture show
is run entirely for cadets and not for professors and their families and outside visitors from nearby towns as well. We call
to the attention of the corps the manner in which cadets many
times start yelling "cut the air" which instantly brings an
uproar of "shut-ups" and in a moment has the entire auditorium in such confusion that the other movie-goers can hear
nothing that is going on in the picture. Not only is such conduct objectionable to the people of the campus but various students who attend the pictures with the idea of obtaining an
hour or so of recreation have begun to complain. Although no
open complaints have come directly from outsiders, it would be
well for cadets responsible for this misbehavior to improve
their conduct so that it will be unnecessary for any outside
complaints to be issued.
The confusion caused by individuals not wanting the fan
to run is not the only complaint. There also seem to be a few
students that insist on making remarks that are not exactly becoming to gentlemanly conduct about some parts of the picture.
Such conduct positively isn't becoming to Clemson students
and gives the impression to outsiders that the entire corps is
responsible when in reality it is only the obnoxious minority
that indulges in such crude humor. It should be quite unnecessary for these students to have to be called down by student
leaders and even college officials, but if the present conduct
of this minority does not improve shortly, there will probably
be some official steps taken which will lead to embarrassment
and discipline of the participants.
We feel that in directing this editorial to the corps as a
body, even though it may seem to many students somewhat unfair to call their attention to a matter for which they a're not
entirely responsible but for which no cadet at Clemson is absolutely blameless, that the students themselves can do more toward correcting the conditions than any official group. The
question is: Are we as Clemson students, a group in the majority (fortunately a large one), going to allow an obnoxious
minority to contaminate one of our principal places of entertainment so that none of us will be willing to take our dates
to the picture show, and so professors will not care to take
their families? With this point of view we call on the cadet
corps for support in ridding the campus of a nuisance and at!
least letting other cadets and campus-folk enjoy a picture show
when they have occasion to attend one.
It is timely for us to consider the thought behind a query
made a few years ago by one of the state press editorial writers
in commenting on the conduct of a group of college students:
"If college men are not gentlemen, why colleges?"

that, according to the JOHNSONIAN'S Blue Spectator, Bob
Scott is involved with one Katie C.
of Wintnrop and from the same
source comes the tidings that last
year's grad George Price has finally tossed a diamond to Lib Starr.
OSCAR SATS

that the above paragraph should
prove that Oscar isn't mad about
the nasty, nasty thinks the Spectator intimated about him some
weeks ago.
OSCAR SATS

__that Red Nesbit is beating the
depression by riding a mule to the
dances in his home town and that
Oscar wonders if he puts his date
in the rumble seat.
OSCAR SATS

__that Laura's southern blood will
probably be boiling when she hears
that Bag Murphy got involved with
a damyankee gal, name of Janey
Handey, Smith College, during the
Christmas intermission.
OSCAR SATS

—that the year's biggest snatch
was perpetrated by Globe-trotter
'Floyd when he ditched his messhall job so he, would be eligible for
that shave-tail position in Cavalry.
OSCAR SATS

that Shyster Geisberg is carrying
on the old Holt tradition with his
new mess-jacket shakedown and
that he can't understand how Roddy Kissam missed out on this racket.
OSCAR SATS

--that Shook and Lemmon are the
week's outstanding suckers because
of the shoes they wore out in Seneca while their dates rode by In
a long shiny job and sneered at
them.
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VPHEAVAL
We watched with mouth agape
the other afternoon as twelve thousand pounds of dynamite very successfully removed the side of a
granite cliff, lifted us an inch or
so off the ground, and made some
valuable marks on the sensitive paper in a seismograph. The -show
was sponsored by the owners of
the large quarry at Beverly, S. C,
near here, and very edifying it
was, too We can't figure out exactly what we were doing there but
we're awfully glad that we Went.
There was a pretty good gallery on
hand, quite a few members of the
engineering faculty, a vast number
of engineering students, a few stray
architects, several engineers and
technical experts from hither and
yon, four gentlemen from the federal Bureau of Mines, and a number of strays like us. It impressed
us all, with the possible exception
of one engineer who kept insisting
that it was a small shot and the
Bureau of Mines gentlemen Who
were stationed on the other side
of a hill and looked a little bored
with the whole business.
We wandered around asking foolish questions and geting underfoot
until we picked up quite a few facts
about the thing. The cost of tha
explosives used in the one shot was
better than five thousand dollars, a
section of granite one hundred feet
high, four hundred and fifty feet
long, and twelve feet deep was
neatly sheared off the face of the
cliff, the fuse used burned at the
rate of fourteen hundred feet per
second making the explosions practically simultaneous in all eighteen
holes, over thirty six thousand tons
of rock were brought down.
We carried on what might be
loosely termed a conversation with
the B. of M. experts also. They
had set up a seismograph to register the vibrations caused by the
explosion.
We inspected the machine, and the gentleman in charge
explained it "It's really very simple'', he said, and launched into a
speech that sounded like a physics
professor gone mad. Five minutes
later when he paused for breath,
and we were nodding and trying to
look intelligent and appreciative,
one of our cohorts asked if it would
be all right to quote him.
We
thought it best to leave quietly.
From the aesthetic standpoint,
the shot itself was a honey. After
a decent interval during which everyone was driven back to a hill
about a half-mile away, the people
in charge began to build up to it in
it very dramatic fashion.
First,
there was a great deal of shouting
which could be heard faintly. The
tiny figures of the workmen were
silhouetted at the top of the cliff,
madly dashing about. Next a high
pitched whistle began some hysterical screaming and the work-

men disappeared.
For about ten
minutes there was a silence during
which the gallery stood tense with
popped eyes glued on the mass of
rock.
Came another long scream
of the whistle and suddenly the
Wast. The huge wall of rock lifted its^fi and hung for an instant
before "It started to crumble.
A
dense billow of smoke rushed upward obscuring the scene just as
the rumbling sound of the explosion
reached us. Even at chat distance
the jar staggered us.
After the cloud of dust and smoke
lilted we returned to the chaos of
broken rock which littered the
quarry floor for a distance ol
about a hundred yards from the
face. The pieces ranged in size from
grains of dust to boulders as la/ge
as a small house.
As we stood
awed before the huge pile, thirtysix thousand tons (estimated hefore the shot by the engineers), a
gentleman nearby remarked that it
certainly was a sling-shot shooter's
paradise.
That, we think, about summed
it up.
TAIK OF Tint row*

REVOLUTION
Back in our younger days we
were the village radical, a wildeyed, long-haired youth who wasn't
quite sure that Russia was headed
for destruction. Of late years we
haven't been able to keep up with
the world's progress as Well as we
did in those more agile days and
we have a suspicion that we are
regarded by our contemporaries as
a definite reactionary.
The fact
is that there are quite a few major
changes to which we absolutely refuse to give in . Take toothbrushing for instance. When we went to
grammar school a whole corps of
experts were continually coming to
our institution and assembling all
the children on the playground with
toothbrushes.
(We had to bring
the toothbrushes from home when
we came to school and dire consequences that even an apple could
not fix resulted from turning up
brushless.)
We were given demonstrations and then extensively
drilled in the technique of toothbrushing. The file-closers made corrections. Driven home was the fact
that unless you brushed your teeth
and massaged your gums with a
rotary motion you might as well
not- brush them at all. We learned
recently, however, that the youth of
the nation is being drilled by those
same experts to brush their teeth
up and down these days. We tried
i> a couple of times the new way
but if just wouldn't work. Our arm
felt funny and as soon as we stopped thinking about it we went right
back to the old method. We have
decided that we, tory that we are,
will go to our grave briskly brushing our teeth around and around.
To hell with progress.

-OSCAR SATS-

—that Bob Campbell was a mighty
ifine host at the dynamite party he
threw at his quarry the other day
and that the kitchen was undoubtedly blown out while a roaring good
time was had by all.
OSCAR SATS
CAMPUS COMMENTS
—that James Foster's only reason
CARRIES SPORTS NEWS
for not playing in chapel Tuesday
was he loss of his music and that
"Campus Comments," a student
it must be great to learn over-night publication of Mary Baldwin Coland return so happy.
lege, exclusive girls school, carries
-OSCAR SATSan up-to-date sports column. The
—that Rats Anderson (little "S-4") column recently reviewed the coland Lipscomb are the first candi- legiate football world in a flashing
dates he has noticed passing around manner, then topped it all by printcigars.
ing a large picture of Blair, Virgin(Continued on page five)
ia's all-state quarterback.

COLLEGES ARE COMPARED
WITH WASHING MACHINES
College has been compared to a
washing machine. You get out of
it what you put in it, but you never
recognize it.
To continue, love
has been compared to poker. It
takes a pair to open; she gets a
flush; he shows a diamond; and it
ends in a fuU house.
(Continued on page five)
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Oscar Says
(Continued from

page four)

that Luther Gambill's name appears here because he's been trying to get it in hard enough lately
to deserve something.
—

OSCAH SAYS-

——

that Rat Jack Ferguson has joined the army of admirers of the
great Perk which probably explains
those frequent trips to Anderson.
-OSCAli 5AYS-

—that the Savannah boys ate'-pretty proud of their new hotel even
though nobody but Tonky Martin
.got any farther on the inspection
tour than the bar.

THE TIGER,

CLEMSON,

S.

C.

FIVE

GOLLLEGIATE PRESS SEVEN ATTEND YMCA Tech Downed By
CHITECTS ANNOUNCE
Local
Basketeers
(Continued from page four)
CHRISTMAS MEETING
COMPETITION RESULTS
EDDIE CANTOR WILL MAKE
Strong Yellow Jacket Team
AWARD FOR BEST LETTER
In order to make World Peace a
front-page topic in the collegiate
circle, Eddie Cantor, film comedian
and radio enertainer, has offered a
four-year scholarship plus complete
maintenance at any American college or university to the participen who writes a winning letter on
"How Can America Stay Out of
War?" Judges have heen selected
from the leading educational institutions of the U. S.

OSCAR SATS
CUPID GETS MERCER STAR
—that, according to the Fitzgerald
OF "SHOWOFF" PRODUCTION
Herald, Jimmy Hunter cut quite a
Cupid played havoc with the Merswath among the Georgia belles cer Players recently when he stole
with his brass buttons and out- their leading lady. The production
standing personality.
"The Showoff", in which Miss WilOSCAH SAYS
son became Mrs. Ros and turned in
—that the yard-engines took ad- her script.

Clemson Well Represented At
Indianapolis Conclave of
Student Volunteers

Succumbs to Speedy Tactics
of Tigers By 35-32 Score
The Clemson basketeers bowled

The

Clemson YMCA was well over the Georgia Tech Yellowjack-

represented at the Twelfth Quadrennial Convention of the Student
Volunteer Movement in Indianapolis
during the Christmas holidays sending five faculty and YMCA Staff
officials and seven sudents to the
gathering.
The Clemson delegation was in
charge of P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the local organization. Others attending included, J.
Roy Cooper, associate secretary of
the local YMCA, Mr. tS. J. L.
Crouch, Alex Crouch, C. P. Guess,
Cadets R. C. Commander, R. W.
Cureton, W. A. Lee, P. Q. Langson, W, M. Simpson, E. D. Wells
and C. A. Gray.
The program consisted of numerous platform addresses, informal
seminars, international teas, musical programs, a missionary play,
and numerous motion pictures and
tours.

vantage of the lads' absence Xmas
to appropriate all the stray boots Betty Jr. is a cigarette lighter.
in barracks for protection against
-OSCAR SAY8the snow and the girls unanimously
that Pick Brearley's recent byawarded the prize for the school's their-words to the effect that he
biggest feet to Pot Johnstone.
had never seen a peaceful red-head-OSCAR SAYSed person brought in a letter from
—that he has gotten his eyebrows a very angry red-headed gentle"back into place again now that he man who stated that the titian ■sBflfe&eaaeagraMMMxre^^
lias found out that Betty Moorman's ones had been done wrong.

ets, 35-3 2, in a bitterly fought
contest before 1000 fans in Atlanta
Saturday at the Tech Naval Armory,
GOOD DEFENSE
The Jackets presented a rangy
aggregation with an eye for the
basket, and it was only superb
guarding on the part of the Tiger
defense that kept the score down.
The Techsters specialized on high
passes, which proved disastrous,
for little Tommy Brown took great
delight in snatching these heaves
out of the air. He broke up many
a Tech scoring play, and his allaround guarding was the feature
of the night.
The scoring honors for the night
went to Clyde Pennington with 11
tallies. Ben Jones, Tech forward
tallied 10 times, while Kitchens,
Bryce, and Spearman each contributed 8 apiece (for the Bengal
cause.

Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
gflaBBEEBiaaKixwftiKragiaaa^^
MMKIMMffl«M«rei>q><l»l>aKI«IHI>^Kl«IKIMKM^^

Dark Blue, Narrow-Brim Hats $2.50
HOKE SLOANS
Riegel Shirts, Inter-woven Socks,
Hickok Suspenders
BEST SHOES IN TOWN—Read the List—Florsheim,
Nunn-Bush, Friendly Five, Crosby Square, Fortune,!
and Walter Booth.
SEE US FOR MEN'S FURNISHINGS

HHIlHHHEIlHiaSHlHISHSiraa^^
IS

Expert Repairs on All Watches 1
Estimate Furnished on All Work
CRYSTALS FITTED

All Work Guaranteed
PAUL FEINSTEIN
HOURS:

FIRE was raging through a Virginia village at midnight. A
telephone workman sped there from his home... found the
central office in danger. |
Relieving the girl operator, he handled all calls... summoned help from nearby towns . . . 'til buildings on both
sides collapsed and the telephone building caught fire.
Quickly he disconnected the small switchboard — moved
it to safety... improvised a telephone station in a field.
In 20 minutes he re-established communication. Next
morning, the rescued switchboard was installed in new
quarters . . . telephone service was resumed as usual.
That telephone man received the Vail Medal... one of
several awarded each year to Bell System employees for
outstanding public service. Devotion to duty . . . day by
day as well as in emergencies • .. has given
America the world's finest telephone system.

Bleckley Bldg.
CLEMSON, S. C.

GOOD MERCHANDISE AT REASONABLE PRICES

Shoes

Raincoats
Shirts
Underwear
Pennants
Stationery

And a Complete Line of General Merchandise

JUDGE KELLER
EHEBHaHiasiassiisigiasisasMiiiiiaagiiiBKisaiigisiB

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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I
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8:30 to 1.00 P. M.
2:00 to 6:00 P. M.
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Back of a Medal

Ten Students Commended by
Faculty For Outstanding
Work in Architectural
Design

I

j

The mid-semester judgment ot
architectural design problems has
jugt

been

completed

by the

faculty

of the architectural department and
tbe following awards have been
made to the students for their
work.
SENIOR DESIGN
A CITY RESIDENCE A design
problem studying the details
of
composition of a large residence for
a wealthy family. Plans, elevation,
sections, interior details, and materials. Childress, R. B.; Gill, W.
R.; and Robinson, C. N. were commended on their presentations.
ELEVATOR DOORS a sketch
problem requiring the design of a
pair of elevator doors for any type
building the student chose. Murphy, R. B.; Robinson, C. N.; Wallace, W. H. and "Way, G. D. received high commendation.
lA'RAR ...A sketch problem for
the design of a small bar in a
men's club in a large city. Childress, R. B. and Way, G. D. received Gold Seals, the highest award
given by the faculty for any design
work.
A CATAFALQUE A problem in
design for the honorary bier of a
dead president in the rotunds of a
public building. Way, G. D. placed
first.
JUNIOR DESIGN
A BATH ROOM
A problem in
interior design for arrangement of
fixtures and decoration of wall surface.
Speer, W. A. placed first;
Duncan, IS. E. and Shell, V. M. tied
for second place.
A JEWELERY SHOP A design
for the exterior of a small exclusive
shop.. Speer, W. A. placed first.
A BAR Joint problem with the
Seniors.
Speer, W. A. first and
Shell, V. M. second in the Junior
class competition.
A BEACON Sketch problem for
a monumental aviation memorial
in the form of a beacon. Speer,
W. A. placed first.
SOPHOMORE DESIGN
A SPRING HOUSE Elementary
analatique. Clayton, D. B. first.
FRESHMAN DESIGN
COLOR COMPOSITION Elementary plate in the use of water color
in shading conventional architectural forms. Chapman, A. H. first;
Carlson, P. second; Gibbs, J. M.
and Latham, J. R. tied for third
place.
CHRISTMAS CARD PAINTED
B. H. Williams
designed
the
Christmas card which hung on the
front of Riggs Hall before the holidays.
The large drawing
was
painted by T E. and R. M. Geer.
TAPS THEMES STUDIED
A preliminary competition was
held for the design of the decorations for the coming Taps Ball. The
drawings
of Childress,
Wallace,
Robinson and Murphy were commended but no credit in design
given unless one of the four themes
is adopted by the Taps Staff.
CURIOUS YOUNG OHIO MAN
FINDS THANKLESS CO-EDS
A curious young man at Ohio
State university stood beside a much
used door and opened it ifor everyone. He found that only two out
of every 15 co-eds said "thank
you", while only one out of every
15 men neglected to do so. Perhaps a word or two of acknowledgement for a kind act is just too
unsophisticated in the eyes of these
members of the fair sex.
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LOCAL PROF ATTENDS Ag Faculty Features COOPER REPRESENTS Dr. Sikes Speaks at
C0LLE6E_AT MEET 'Y< Vespers Service
NEW YORK MEETING Week's Broadcast
Nettles,

B. O. Williams Is Delegate to
Convention of American
Sociologist's Society
Professor B. O. Williams, Assistant professor of Rural
Sociology
and acting head, of the Department
of Agricultural Economics attended
the annual convention of the American Sociological Society and the
American Farm Economics Association in New York during the holidays.
INTERESTING

MEETING

These meetings consisted of various discussion groups, lectures and
tours of the city.
Diseussions on
Agricultural and Industrial Relief,
the present agricultural
situation
and many other topics were taken
np in detail at these meetings.

Every literature, as it grows old,
las its ruhbish heap, its record of
vanished moments and forgotten
lives told in faltering and feeble accents that have perished.—Virginia
"Woolf.

Schilletler,

Godbey,

and Fulmer Deliver Addresses Over WAIM
The radio programs for this week
have consisted of discussions by
members of the faculty of the
School of Agriculture and the Extension Division on various phases
of agriculture in this state.
Monday morning at the Clemson
College hour on Station WAIM at
Anderson, Mr. W. C. Nettles, Extension Entomologist gave a talk
on "Dust Treatment of Cotton Seed
—Will It Become An Established
Practice?"
Professor A. E. Schilletter, Extension Horticulturist also
appeared on this program.
Professor E. G. Godbey, Associate
Animal Husbandman of the Animal
Husbandry Deparement delivered a
lecture Tuesday morning on "Swine
Management in South Carolia."
FULMER'S DISCUSSION
Wedesday morning, Professor J.
L. Fulmer of the Department of
Agricultural
Economics
now
on
leave of absence from his teaching

ADDRESS BY WARD TO
BE HEARD OVER WAIM

Dr. James E. Ward, newly elected member of the faculty of the
Agronomy Head Attends Meet- News Reels and Educational School of General Science and professor of Economics and Governing in Washington to DisPictures Also Feature
ment, will make his second appearcuss AAA Conditions
Program
ance on the daily Clemson College
Dr. H. P. Cooper head of the
The first Vesper program follow- hour tomorrow morning to deliver
Agronomy Department, represented ing the holiday period had as the the second of a series of lectures on
the Clemson
College
Experiment principal speaker for the occasion "Criticism of the Townsend Old
Station and the School of Agricul- Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of the Age Plan" over station WAIM in
ture at Washington last week at college. Other features of the pro- Anderson.
This series of lectures began last
a meeting called by the Secretary of gram included many
interesting
Agriculture to discuss plans for de- news reels and educational pictures. Thursday morning and will be concluded next Friday morning at the
riving a policy to be pursued by
SIKES SPEAKS
regular Clemson hour
These prothe farmers of the South now that
Dr. Sikes used as his topic of disthe Supreme Court has ruled the cussion "Two Men Who Came Into grams are being broadcast direct
from the Clemson studio of the
A. A. A. unconstitutonal.
iSouth Carolina Not To Be MinisterAnderson station and will go on
OTHERS ATTEND
ed Unto But To Minister Unto." He
/
Others representing Clemson and discussed in detail the lives of two th air at 12:15.
the Extension Service at this meet- outstanding men who were leaders
ing were Director D. W. Watkins in establishing two very prominent
of the 'South Carolina Experiment denominations in this country.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Station and Extension Service and
ASBERRY-RICE
DURHAM. N. C.
Mr. R. W. Hamilton, State ExtenThe lives
of Robert
Asberry,
sion Agronomist whose offices are founder of the Methodist Church Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecin Columbia.
and of Thomas Rice, founder of the utively (graduation in three years) or
Baptist Church were revewed in three terms may be taken each year
(graduation in four years). The enduties to carry on a research prob- brief and a discussion on their contrance requirements are intelligence,
lem in the state made an address tributions to
American
Religion charac*\T aid at least two years of
college woi":, including the subject*
on "Some Farm Management Prin- were outlined by the speaker.
specifica for Grade A Medical Schools.
cipals Applied to South Carolina
Catalogues and application forms may
Agriculture."
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
be obtained from the Dean.

DUKE
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EVERYBODY'S TALKING ... ABOUT CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

ROSCOE TURNER- Famous Flyer

MRS. WM. LAVARRE-Explorer

FRANK BUCK-Animal Collector

COLLEGE GIRL- M. Osmun

WM. T. TILDEN, 2nd-Tennis Star

STUDENT-John Cowdery

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS mean so much to so many
people that we invite you to try them too—confident that they'll win you.

TRY IO CAMELS NOW!
INVITATION

to Wy Gantels
ry

C^^t

ever smoked retur

U If you Jon't fi«^

^

^^

Ume

Camels have given more pleasure to>
more people than any other cigarette.
And so we now issue this new "try
ten" invitation in order that others can
find out for themselves the difference
Camel's costlier tobaccos make in
smoking pleasure.

Why offer can be made

(cficjnJ)
COMPANY
n
REYNOLDS TOBACCO
^^^

R.,.

"WU»8ton-=>**em'

We know smokers like Camels, once
they try the costlier tobaccos in Camels.
Literally millions of people have
changed to Camels and found new enjoyment. .. new benefits. We want you
to share their enthusiasm. Turn to
Camels. Be one of the vast number
who share in the enjoyment and appreciation of those finer, more expensive tobaccos.
© 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

are made from

*sr>er
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FROM THt tktSS BOX

Bengals Take Three
TIGER BASKETEERS LICK WOFFORD 37-13
Drop two, on Tour

TO OPEN STATE SEASON ON HOME COURT

Locals Down Auburn and Virginia But Lose to North
Carolina and N. C.
State

SHOW
Two of the most valuable of the players on Jess Neely's
Bengal team last fall were elected to positions of captain and
•alternate for next season', they are Joe "Net" Berry, who was
made captain, and Manuel P. "Stump" Black, stellar tackle,
who was elected to the post of alternate. Elections took place
at the football banuet held before the holidays. J. McKissick
Jeter of Union was made manager of the Purple and Gold
"team for the '36 season.
DOUBLE-HEADERS
Cadets were scheduled to witness two double-header
basketball boxing contests at home during the course of
the winter sports schedule, but since Coach Neely has
chalked up Auburn for a fistic clash to take the place of
the cancelled P. C. engagement on February 14, the boys
will have another big feature as the basketeers meet Furman U. on the same night.
The first of the double treats will come off tomorrow
might when the newly elected Carolina basketball coach,
Dutch Stamman, brings his Gamecocks up this way for a
hot contest, and the University of Georgia Bulldog pugs
are scheduled for a, follow-up nine-bout match.
Other double-headers are January 25 (Ga. Tech, basketball; N. C. State, boxing) and February 14 (Furman,
basketball; Auburn, boxing).
BASKETBALL
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WORK TO BEGIN SOON
Cubs Down Terrier Frosh 28-18
ON NEW AG BUILDING
in Pre-varsity Battle as
(continued from page one)

work on the building is completed.
He states that all the preliminary
requirements have been completed,
and that work will swing into action as soon as the federal officials
order the construction work begun.
BUILDING SITE VERIFIED
J. C. Littlejohn, business manager of the college, has verified the
sites upon which the building is to
be erected. It will be placed on the
grounds now occupied by the Extension Service building just opposite the Dairy Building.
Mr. Hartley indicated that the
exact date of construction of the
building's beginning cannot be determiHed but expressed the opinion
that the ground will be broken by
the middle of the month for the
location of the hall.

After winning their two opening
games of the season handily by setting hack the Auburn Plainsmen
successively, 3 3-23 and 31-18, down
in Alabama before the Xmas holidays, the traveling Bengal basketeers continued their crusading during the holiday season, but with
less success, as they ended up a
tour of North Carolina and Virginia with one victory in three attempts.
LOSE TO N. C.
The North Carolina Tar Heels
nosed out the Tigers 24-23, on January 3 in the first game of the
new year. It was a nip and tuck
battle from beginnning to end with
close guarding featuring the clash.
Carolina held a safe margin throughout until the last few minutes attention on shooting baskets. Penwhen a belated Tiger rally placed nington led the scorers for the
them one point behind at the final night with 17 points.
An enthusiastic crowd of 2,000
whistle.
greeted the Tigers two nights later
DOWN VIRGINIA
when they stepped on the floor at
On the following night, Clemson Raleigh to match basket tossing
stepped into high gear, as they set with the Wolfpacks of North Carodown the Virginia Cavaliers' at lina iState, but the travel-worn BenCharlottesville, 45-34. The...Royal gals w«re no match for the perfect
Bengals flashed their best form of functioning Staters. State held a 7
the season so far during the initial point lead at the half-way mark,
half when, they totaled 25 points to and they stretched this as the game
8 for the Virginians. Defensive play proceeded.
Three Tiger regulars
was cast aside during the latter were banished from the contest for
period, as both teams focused their committing too many personal fouls.

The old standbys in the form of Pennington, Brown, and
Spearman have been taking the newly rounded-out team along
in fine style so far with victories over Auburn (2), Virginia,
Tech, and Wofford, a close loss to U. of N.'C, and a defeat at
"the hands of N. C. State.
Two promising sophs, Kitchins, guard, and Cheves, forward, have been burning up the floor boards with the boys.
The freshmen have been showing up well in practice and in
'their early contests, with a victory over Ashevlile High last
Triday and a win over the Wofford frosh Tuesday night in a
prelim to the varsity battle.
CONFERENCE RULINGS
On January 10 presidents of over half of the schools in
the Southern Conference met in Richmond, Virginia to
discuss the timely problem of athletic scholarships.. Six
presidents, representing Virginia Tech, U. of Maryland,
W. and L., U. of N. C, N. C. State, and the U. of Virginia
T
gave evidence of their opposition to athletic aid in any
Y
.form and favored some type of regulation to control this
T
It was suggested that any student who receives prefer
ential consideration because of his athletic ability be made
%
ineligible to participate in any intercollegiate contest.
YEAH?
The following tale is told on a certain coach at a South
Carolina institution which happens to be one of our most bitter rivals.
It seems that this coach had noticed that one of his best
men had been going to pieces in the week or so of practice
before a major contest and he called him in for conference
one day. The coach said, "Earl, you're going to pieces. You're
pale looking and flabby. What's the matter—been drinking?"
"Drinking? Me?" Earle answered. 'Lord no!"
"You must be smoking then."
"I never touch 'em, coach."
''Running around with women, Earl?"
"I never touch them either coach."
The coach looked at him hard. "Earl, it can't be that you're
studying."
The player turned very red and began shuffling his feet
around.
"Well you see sir—well, I am studying a little now and
then."
With that the coach cut in. "Any more of that, Earl, and
you're off the squad, understand."

Miller and Pearson
Star
The Tiger quintet opened its
home schedule Tuesday night by triumphing over a fighting Wofford
Terrier team in a rough and tumble
contest by a score of 37 to 13. At
the halfway point the local aggregation had a 17-8 lead over the Methodists.
SOPHS STAR
..Lanky Clyde Pennington was
again evident on the floor and was
responsible for many of the Tiger
scores although only shooting two
goals himself. Bill "Hongry" Bryce
was high man of the evening with
12 tallies while Bob Cheves, a
sophomore, ran a close second with
10. Pete Spearman, Ed Kitchens,
and T. I. Brown also contributed
much toward the victory.
MANY FOULS
Captain Bud Henley of Wofford
played a brilliant game for the
visitors as did his teammate Bru
Anderson.
Fouls on both sides
were much in evidence.
CUBS TRIUMPH
In a hot battle preceding the
varsity tangle, Joe Sherman's baby
Tigers walked over the Little Terriers 28 to 18 as forward Miller
for the Bengals rang up several
nice goals.
Big Stevens, Tiger 5
foot, 7 inch center, had little trouble in keeping off his opponents.
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Visit Our Soda Fountain
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Fresh Toasted Sandwiches—Cakes—Cookies
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Large Double Milk Shakes—10c.
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY —
— COLLEGE SEAL STATIONERY
PENNANTS - STICKERS - NOVELTIES
We hope you liked our Calendars we placed in
your rooms.
Postage Stamps, Permit Blanks, Explanation
Blanks—Let us serve you
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In all concrete construction
meets standard constructions
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P. S. McCOLLUM, President

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Regi strar Annoi
(Continued from page two)
Arch. 25
Arch. 47
Chem. 23
Dairy 43
***Ec. 21
E.E. 41
E.E. 43
*Eng. 15
German 21
***Hist. 31
***Physics 27
***Physics 29
T.C. 45
T.C. 47
Voc. Ed. 37
W.D. 31
Z.&E. 33
Z.&E. 41
Tuesday, January 28, 2:30 P. M.
Ag. Ec. 47
*Eng. 31
Math. 17
***Physics 21
W.D. 23
Wednesday, January 29, 8:30 A. M.
Agr. 49
A.H. 43
Arch. 25.5
Arch. 41.5
*Bot. 13
C.E. 21
C.E. 23

"9
C.E. 35
Chem. 41
Ec. 31
E.E. 47
German 11
Hort. 31
*Math. 11
•M.E. 31
M.E. 45
M.E. 47
T.C. 43
Voc. Ed. 31
Voc. Ed. 59
W.D. 43
Y.M. 21, 22
*Z.&E. 21
Z.&E. -45
Wednesday, January 29, 2:30 P. M
*M.S. 31
M.S. 41
**Physics 11, 13
***Voc. Ed. 11
Voc. Ed. 20
Thursday, January 30, 8:30 A. M
Ag. Ec. 45
*Agr. 11
A.H. 33
Bot. 43
C.E. 27
C.E. 45
C.E. 47
Chem. 35
E.E. 35
E.E. 41a
E.E. 43a
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Eng. 57
French 31
Geol. 21
Hist. 14
*Math. 21, 23
jM.E. 33a
M.E. 35
Rel. 23
T.C. 41.5
T.C. 35
Y.M. 32
Thursday, January 30, 2:30 P. M.
Agr. 45
A.H. 31
*Bot. 11
Chem. 43
Eng. 51
Hort. 43
M.E. 31.6
*M.S. 21
P.H. 41
W.D. 12
Friday, January 31, 8:30 A. M.
Agr. 53
Agr. 55
C.E. 31
C.E. 41
Chem. 4 5
Dairy 35
Dairy 41
E.E. 31a
E.E. 33a
Eng. 53
French 2,1
Geol. 33

Physics iJ3
Spanish 11
***Voc. Ed. 11
The examinations marked with a
star (.♦) will be held in the college
chapel; those marked with a double star (-■*) wia ue held in Room
30u, iii'agmeeriiig building. All other eAaunnatioiis win ue held aa
designated, oy tne nstructors.
It a Student has a regular examination comucting with a back or an
elective suuject, the regular examiFriday, January 31, 2:30 P. M.
nation win be taken as schedulea.
Ag. Ec. 41(
examinations marked with a triple
Agr. 23
star (***) are scheduled at two*
Eng. 4 3
periods; the instructor of the course
For. 31
concerned will designate which stuFrench 11
dents to report at each period. All
Geol. 23
examinations not scheduled and
Hort. 33
all ocnflicts must be arranged with,
***Physics 21
the instructors concerned. No exVoc. Ed. 3 9
aminations, special or otherwise,
Voc. Ed. 41
shall be given before 2:30 P. M.,
Saturday, February 1, 8:30 A. M.
Saturday, January 25, the begin*Ag. Ec. 2 2
ning of the examination .period.
Ag. Ec. 3 3
Agr. 45 A.H. 41 <
Bot. 41
TEXACO GAS AND OILS
♦.•Dairy 21 '
***Ec. 21
Prompt and Courteous Service
For. 41
Geol. 43
Your Patronage Will Be
M.E. 35a
M.E. 49
Appreciated
*Gov. 12, 15
Hort. 41
M.E. 41a
M.E. 43a
***Physics 27, 2 9
T.C. 33
T.C./41
Voc/.' Ed. 57
W.to. 2 6
W^D. 35^
Y.M. 23 *
Z.&E'. 59

TIGER SERVICE STATION

